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We examine the complexity of solving certain problems, like the lockout problem, in 
systems of communicating processes. We restrict our attention to a model where the 
processes are finite state and where the communication mechanism is that of “shaking 
hands.” Because the lockout problem is equivalent to the problem of determining whether 
a player has a winning strategy in a certain kind of game, it can be shown that solving the 
lockout problem requires exponential time. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a wide-spread belief among computer scientists that systems of communicating 
sequential processes are harder to analyze than purely sequential processes. The belief 
is largely based on the observation that the parallelism in such systems leads to a large 
number of possible interleavings of the actions of the different processes. We will show 
that other evidence supporting this belief is based on the “competitive” nature of the 
properties we are trying to analyze about these systems. 
One such property is lockout. A process is locked out of a set of states (section of code) 
if no matter how it tries to proceed the remainder of the system can prevent it from 
entering a state in the set (prevent it from entering the section of code). In a certain sense 
the locked out process and the system are playing a game. The process wins if it enters 
a state in the set, while the system wins if it can prevent the process from winning. The 
lockout problem can be stated: Does the process have a winning strategy? Devillers 
[4] has previously observed that certain properties of systems could be defined using 
games. Past work by Chandra and Stockmeyer [2], Even and Tarjan [7], Schaefer [18], 
Reif [16], and others have demonstrated that games are hard to analyze. We show that 
determining if a process can be locked out is also hard to analyze, in fact, for certain 
systems of finite state processes testing for lockout requires exponential time. 
Recent results of Peterson and Reif [ 151 imply that versions of the lockout problem that 
embody games of imperfect information may be undecidable even if the system of 
processes can achieve only a finite number of distinct states. Our results are achieved 
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under the assumption that the complete state of the system is known to all the processes 
before they make a move. Hence our exponential time lower bound for the lockout 
problem holds even if some or all of the processes have less than complete information 
about the state of the system before making a move. The results of Reif [I 61 and Peterson 
and Reif [15] show that double exponential, nonelementary and even noncomputable 
lower bounds exist for the lockout problem when varying the degree of incomplete 
information among the processes. 
The systems we chose to study were inspired by similar systems defined by Milne and 
Milner [13] and by Hoare [9]. We decided to study finite state systems because they are 
simple, yet can model the relevant behavior of systems of communicating processes. 
Also, if any such systems are analyzable the finite state versions must be. Informally, 
a system of finite state processes is a finite set of nondeterministic finite state machines. 
The machines communicate using a finite communication alphabet which serves as an 
input/output alphabet for each machine. Should the two machines A and B wish to 
communicate with each other they can by letting A’s current output be B’s input and 
vice versa. Each machine then moves to a new state and produces a new output message. 
Two machines communicate by “shaking hands” and exchanging messages. The reason 
that the processes are nondeterministic is to model branching in processes. A computer 
terminal user might input any character, a reader/writer process might read forever or 
write forever or mix the two operations. The interprocess communication is really a 
protocol that should work under all legal circumstances. The shaking hands model makes 
explicit the synchronization of processes within a system. Since synchronization is a 
main reason for communication between processes this model tends to expose the “pure” 
synchronization going on within a system. Hence, this model may be fundamental one 
in the study of communicating processes. 
In Section 2 we give a summary of different models of communicating processes as a 
way of leading into the definition of the “shaking hands” model which we define formally 
in Section 3. In Section 4 we show, using the idea that a shared variable can be thought 
of as a process, that the pure synchronization of the shaking hands model can simulate 
communication through shared variables. In Section 5 we give several concrete examples 
of systems to solve a critical section problem and a distributed data base problem. In 
Section 6 we define the fundamental notions of computation tree and path restriction 
which we use to define concepts like potential deadlock and lockout. In Section 7 we give 
a proof that the lockout problem requires deterministic time cnllosn for some c > 1. 
Further, if the representation of the system is given in a natural way and the running 
rules of the system are simple enough then the lockout can be tested for in deterministic 
time d” for some d. 
2. MODELS OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES 
In the Introduction we briefly described the shaking hands model of communicating 
processes. In later sections we will use this model as our standard. We chose this particular 
model of communicating processes because we had to choose one in order to make formal 
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definition and because the method of communication of shaking hands was an appealing 
notion. We list below four other models of communicating processes that are in use. 
Shared variable model: In this model processes can share variables on which they can 
read or write as an indivisible operation. Dijkstra’s solution to a critical section problem 
uses this model [5]. 
Test and set model: In this model processes can “test and set” a shared variable in an 
indivisible operation. Dijkstra’s P and I’ operations are examples of test and set 
variables [6]. 
Message board mode2: In this model each process has a message board where it can from 
time to time put up and take down messages. Each process can read another process’ 
message board but cannot change it. Solutions to critical section problems by Lamport 
[ll], Rivest andPratt [17], and Peterson and Fischer employ the message board model [14]. 
Message passing with queues: In this model a process can send a message to another 
process. Incoming messages are queued and read in order of arrival. Feldman’s model is 
such a model [8]. 
Although we do not formally define finite state versions of these four models it is not 
difficult to do so at least for the first three. The first three models all use shared variables 
for communication, so if we think of a shared variable as a process itself then the pure 
synchronization of shaking hands exists between a shared variable and a process accessing 
the variable. In Section 4 we define shared variables with various access mechanisms as 
finite state processes with various properties. 
There are several difficulties in making a formal definition of the message passing with 
queues model. One difficulty is the decision of whether the messages sent by a process 
to another arrive in the same order they were sent. Another difficulty is that although 
the individual processes may be finite state the system can take on infinitely many states 
because the queues are unbounded. Also, there is the problem of accounting for the 
delay between the time a message is sent and the time it arrives. The message passing 
with queues model presents enough difficulties for us to avoid trying to simulate it by 
the hand shaking model. 
3. SYSTEM OF FINITE STATE PROCESSES 
In this section we give the formal definition of a system of finite state processes based 
on the shaking hands notion. 
A$nite state process over 2 is an object of the form 
A = [Q, 4 q, 
where Q is a finite set of states, Z is a finite communication alphabet, and 6: Q x 2 + 
9(Q x Z) is a transition relation. (B(s) is the power set of S.) 
A system of processes over 2 is an object 
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where [AIn is an n-vector [A, ,..., A,] of finite state processes over 2, such that Ai =- 
[Qi 14 &I. [Qlnxn is an n X n-matrix 
of sets such that Qi = Uj”=, Qii . [[a,& , [c&J is the initial configuration of the system. 
(In general the subscript indicating the dimension of vectors or matrices will be dropped 
when no confusion could arise.) 
A confgtlration of the system S? is a pair [[& , [c],J, where qi E Qi and ci E Z. If ~2 is in 
configuration [[q], [cl] then Ai . is in configuration [qi , ci]. If qi E Qij and qi E Qji then the 
communication capability {i, j} is enabled. Informally the communication capability {i, j} 
is enabled when A, wants to communicate with A, and vice versa. If communication then 
occurs between Ai and Ai then Ai moves from state qi using cj as input and A, moves from 
state qj using ci as input. Thus ci is Ai’s message to A, and cj is Ai’s message to Ai . 
Thus the vector [c] can be interpreted as the current messages being sent by each of the 
processes. We do not rule out the possibility that i = j so that Ai can communicate with 
itself. 
To describe how the system runs we define the notation 
[kl, HI -L [[PI, [dll, 
where t is a nonempty set of communication capabilities with the property that for all 
{i, j}, {K, I} E t, i = K if and only if j = 1. Th is restriction on t formalizes the notion that 
each process can communicate with only one at a time. Now, [[q], [cl] -4 [[p], [d]] if 
for all {i, j} E t the capability {i, j} is enabled in configuration [[q], [cl], and [pi , dJ E 
Si(qi , q). Further, if i is not a member of any capability in t then pi = pi and d, == ci . 
It may happen that A, wishes to communicate with Ai and vice versa but Ai cannot move 
using Ai’s message, that is, Si(q, , q) = 0. In order to handle this case we introduce a 
new configuration FAIL so that [[q], [c]] ---tt FAIL if for all {i, j} E t the capability (i, j} 
is enabled in configuration [[q], [cl], but ai(qi , cj) = 0, for some (i, j} E t. The notion 
of failure we are defining here is one of the failure of two processes to communicate 
properly even though each process is behaving properly by itself. 
A nonterminating system is one with the property that 6,(q, a) # i~i for all i, q E Qi 
and a E 2. A nondeterminating system is interesting because it can never “fail.” The only 
reason the system cannot proceed is because it is in a configuration in which no communica- 
tion capability is enabled. Such a configuration is called a deadlocked configuration. 
There are two kinds of nondeterminism present in a system: (i) a given process may 
choose one of several moves given the state it is in and the message it receives, (ii) two 
capabilities (i, j} and (i, k), where j # k may be enabled in the same configuration, 
but at most one will be allowed to occur. The first kind of nondeterminism is local while 
the second is more global. To eliminate global nondeterminism we define a system to be 
exclusive if for all i, j, k with j # k, Qij n Qi, = D. 
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4. SHARED VARIABLES 
In this section we show how a shared variable can be considered to be a process. We 
show in particular that if the variable can take on only finitely many values then the 
variable can be considered to be a finite state process. 
Let v be a variable shared by the processes in the set 9 and suppose o can take on 
values in the set Q. The variable ZJ can be associated with the process P, which has states 
Q and communication alphabet Q n {A}, w h ere h +$Q. The process P, in every state 
wishes to communicate with any of the processes in ~29. If w has value q then P, is in 
state q and its current message is Q. If B E @ wishes to read v then it sends the message h 
to P, , and when B communicates with P, it receives the current value of V. If B E g 
wishes to write Y into v then it sends the message r to P, . When it communicates with P, 
it receives an old value of o which it can ignore. The transition relation 6, of P, can be 
defined as follows 
Thus, P, simply “holds” the current value of U. 
A test and set shared variable o can be simulated by a slightly more complicated 
process PL . Again suppose v is shared by the processes in g and can take on the values 
in Q. The process Pk has states Q x (@ u (A}) and communication alphabet Q u a. 
In state (q, X), PL wishes to communicate with any process in 99 and its current message 
is q, the current value of o. If B E 5.49 wishes to test and set w then it does so in two moves. 
First, B sends the message B to get the attention of Pi and simultaneously B receives 
the current value of z, as the message q. Second, B sends the message r to PL , where r 
is the new value of ZJ. The process F’h in state (q, A) once it receives the message B goes 
into state (q, B). In state (q, B) PI, only wishes to communicate with B. The next message 
from B will be of form r which signals P: that the new value of ZI is r, so that PL goes 
into state (r, h) with new message r. To summarize the actions of Pi we define its transi- 
tion relation S; . 
%((qt 4, B) = {Nq, B), 411, 
Wq, W, y> = {[(r, A), ~11. 
There is an alternative simulation, suggested by W. L. Ruzzo, of a test and set variable 
which only uses one move instead of two. The process P,” has states Q and communication 
alphabet Q U Qo. (QQ represents the set of function from Q into Q.) A process B wishing 
to test and set v sends the function to P,” which indicates to P,” what the value of v should 
be no matter what its current value is. Simultaneously B receives the old value of a. To 
summarize the action of P,” we define its transition relation Sz . 
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The message board of a process can be simulated by a process in the same way a 
shared variable can be simulated. Each process B has a message board process PB . 
The states and messages of P8 are simply the messages that B can put on its message 
board. The process PB wishes to communicate with any process, but only the process B 
can send a message to P, signaling it to change its state. 
5. Two CONCRETE EXAMPLES 
In this section we examine in detail two examples, the first a two process system %‘Y 
for the critical section problem and the second an n process system 9g for updating a 
distributed and redundant data base. These examples will help the reader become 
familiar with the shaking hands model and will demonstrate some useful techniques 
for programming communicating processes. The examples will help motivate the concepts 
of computation tree and path restriction which we formally define later. 
EXAMPLE 1. Critical Section. We define a system VY of two processes. Each process 
has a state “c.s.” (for critical section), a state “trying,” and a state “dormant.” The system 
has the following properties: (i) both processes cannot both be in the “c.s.” state simul- 
taneously, (ii) each process can enter the “trying” state from the “dormant” state any 
time communication is enabled between the two processes, (iii) each process once in the 
“trying” state will eventually enter the “c.s.” state provided the other process does not 
stay in its “c.s.” state forever. Figure I describes the system in detail. The notation a/b 
means output h on input a, while */b means output b on any input. In our notation it is 
implicit that each process is always communicating with the other process and never 
with itself, that is, Qll = a, Q12 = Q1 , Qz2 = a, Qzl = Qz . There are several things 
Process 1 -- 
CS 
Process 2 -- 
initial configuration = CCdor,dor1,10,011 
FIG. 1. Two process system QY for critical section problem. 
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to note about this example. The system is nonterminating and exclusive. The “dormant” 
state is completely nondeterministic so that neither process need ever try to enter its 
critical section. But once a process has entered its “trying” state its action is determined 
until it enters its “C.S.” state. In each process the “c.s.” state is also nondeterministic 
to allow communication even though the process is busy in its critical section. The provi- 
sion that a process does not stay in its “c.s.” state forever is a condition on the possible 
running of the system rather than a condition on the system itself. The system is capable 
of having one of its processes stay in its critical section forever, but we may not care to run 
the system that way. We see the need to distinguish various kinds of operation of systems 
other than just the interpretation of running as “running the system nondeterministically.” 
EXAMPLE 2. Distributed and Redundant Data Base. We define a system 993 of 
n 3 2 processes D, , D, ,..., D,-, . The processes are distributed at n sites with commu- 
nication links limited to a loop structure. In particular Di can only communicate with 
Dpci) and DSfi) , where p(i) = i - I(mod n) and s(i) = i + l(mod n). To simplify the 
problem we assume that the data base can have a finite number of configurations, selected 
from a finite set U and each process holds a copy of the current data base albeit they may 
be inconsistent or different. Each process is allowed to update or change the data base. 
Eventually, if all the processes suspend updating, all the copies of the data base have the 
same value which is the value of the last update of one of the processes (or in case no 
update is ever made the value is the initial one). 
The basic idea behind the system is that if Di wishes to change the data base to a E U 
then it sends the message (a, i, 0) to its right. The message continues around the loop 
to D, , whereupon it is changed to (a, i, 1) and passed to the right. A process that receives 
the message (a, i, 1) changes its local data base to a and passes the message to the right. 
When D, receives the message (a, i, 1) it sends the message i to the right; the message 
is passed along until it reaches Di . The message i indicates to Di that it may update the 
data base again. At any moment there is at most one message in the system indexed by i. 
To be specific the communication alphabet of 92% is 
2 = u x (0, I,..., n - I} x (0, l} U (0, l,..., n - l} U {A} 
and the states of Di for 0 < i < n - 1 are the members of the set 
Z x U x {active, idle) x {send, receive} 
FIG. 2. Communication links available in 99. 
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If Di is in state (m, u, x, r) then m is the contents of its “message buffer” and a is its 
“data base.” If x is active then Di is currently trying to updata the data base. If x is idle 
then m = A, that is, the message buffer is empty and if x is active then m is the last 
message the process has received. Each process alternates between sending a message 
to its right and receiving one from its left. The transition relation can be defined in detail. 
Transition relation of Di , i # 0: 
&((A, a, idle, receive), m) = ([(A, a, idle, send), m]} 
u {[(m, a, active, send), (b, i, O)]: b E U} if m # (b, j, 1) for some b andj, 
&((A, a, idle, receive), (6, j, 1)) = ([(A, 6, idle, send), (b, j, l)]} 
u ([((b, j, I), a, active, send), (6, i, O)]: b E U>, 
&((m, a, active, receive), m’) = {[(ml, a, active, send), m]) 
if m # iand m + (b,j, 1) for some b and j, 
~~(((6, j, 1), a active, receive), m) = {[(m, b, active, send), (b, j, I)]}, 
S,((i, a, active, receive), m) = {[(A, a, idle, send), m]) if m # (b, j, 1) for some 6, j, 
S,((i, a, active, receive), (b, j, 1)) = {[(A, b, idle, send), (b, j, I)]}, 
$((m, a, x, send), A) = {[(m, a, x, receive), A]}. 
Transition relation of D,,: 
&((A, a, idle, receive), A) = ([(A, a, idle, send), A]) 
u {[(A, 6, active, send), (b, 0, l)]: b E U}, 
&,((A, a, idle, receive), (6, j, 0)) = {[(A, b, idle, send), (b, j, l)]} 
u {[(b, j, 0), c, active, send), (c, 0, I)]: c E U), 
&,((A, u, idle, receive), (6, j, 1)) = {([A, a, idle, send), j]} 
u {[(b, j, 1), c, active, send), (c, 0, l)]: CE U}, 
&,((A, a, active, receive), m) = ([(m, a, active, send), A]}, 
S,(((b, j, 0), a, active, receive), m) = {[(m, 6, active, send), (k j, l)}], 
S,(((6, j, l), a, active, receive), m) = {[(m, a, active, send), j]} ifj i 0, 
S,(((b, 0, I), a, active, receive), A) = {[(A, a, idle, send), A]}, 
S,(((b, 0, l), a, active, receive), (c, j, 0)) = {[(A, c, idle, send), (c, j, l)]}, 
S,(((b, 0, I), a. active, receive), (c, j, 1)) = {[(A, a, idle, send), j]]. 
Communication states of Di: 
D9ci): ((m, a, s, receive): m E Z, a E U, x E {active, idle}}, 
Dsti): {m, a, x, send): m E 2, a E U, x E {active, idle}}, 
Dj: ia if j @ (P(i), @). 
In the initial state of the data base each process has the same value of the data base, 
is idle, and has an empty message buffer. Further all messages in the system are A. There 
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are several ways to initialize the sending and receiving of the processes. One way is to 
initialize D, to send and the rest of the processes to receive. If n is even then an alternative 
is to initialize the even numbered processes to send and the odd numbered processes to 
receive. The latter initialization allows more parallelism than the former. There are 
initializations of the system that lead to deadlock, for instance, if all the processes are 
initialized to send. It is interesting to note that the system does not have potential deadlock 
as long as at least one of the processes is initialized to send and at least one to receive. 
6. COMPUTATION TREES AND PATH RESTRICTIONS 
In this section we define the fundamental notions of computation tree and path restric- 
tions. Using these definitions we define notions like computation rule, reachability and 
lockout. 
Let & = [[A], [Q], [C&I, [co]] be a system of processes which is fixed throughout this 
section. All our notions are defined relative to &. 
A computation tree (of .r4) is a possibly infinite labeled tree. Each node, x, in the tree 
is labeled with a configuration l(x) and each edge, (x, y), in the tree is labeled with a 
nonempty set of communication capabilities, 1(x, y). The root of the tree is labeled 
UPOI, [co11 and if (XT Y) is an edge in the tree then 1 (x) -+l(s*~) l(y) must hold. 
A computation sequence (of &) is a computation tree with the property that each node 
has at most one child. Many properties of systems can be defined in terms of computation 
sequences, but we shall see later that computation trees are necessary to define more 
complicated notions like lockout. Some examples of properties that are definable in terms 
of computation sequences are reachability, potential failure, and potential deadlock. 
Miller and Yap [12] h ave extensively studied such definitions in another model of com- 
municating processes. 
A path restriction is a set of computation sequences. Intuitively path restrictions indicate 
undesirable computations by the system. In practice path restrictions might be enforced 
by proper scheduling or monitoring. A path in a tree T is a sequence x0 , xi ,... either 
finite or infinite such that x0 is the root of T, (xi , xi+,) is an edge of T and if x, is the 
last member of the sequence then x, is a leaf of T. From each path restriction P is derived 
a computation rule, namely the set of computation trees which do not have any paths in 
the set P. 
In our critical section system %?9 we have the rule that a process cannot remain in its 
critical section forever. This is a computation rule that can be derived from the path 
restriction which consists of the set of infinite paths x0 , xi ,... such that there is a process i 
and there is m such that for all K > m if l(xJ = [[q], [cl] then qi = “c.s.” 
Many important general computation rules are also derived from path restrictions. 
1. The continuity rule is derived from the path restriction: x0 , x1 ,..., X, is a finite 
path and some communication capability is enabled in configuration 1 (x~). The continuity 
rule means that if the system can move it does. 
2. The interleaved computation rule. Derived from paths that contain an edge 
(x, y) such that 1(x, y) is not a singleton. 
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3. The$nite deluy rule in exclusive systems. Derived from: x,, , x1 ,... is an infinite 
path with the property that there is a capability {i, j} and an m such that for all k 3 m, 
{i, j} is enabled in configuration I but (i, j} $ l(xk , xlz+J. The finite delay rule means 
that no communication capability can be enabled forever without communication actually 
occurring. 
4. A “fairness” rule for nonexclusive systems. Derived from: x0, x1 ,... is an 
infinite path with the property that there is an i and m such that {i,j} is enabled at 1(x,) 
for some j and for infinitely many K, but {i, j} $1 (x~ , xR+J for all k 3 m and for all j. 
This fairness rule means that any process that has the ability to communicate infinitely 
often should be allowed to communicate infinitely often. 
5. Another “fairness” rule for nonexclusive systems. Derived from: x0, x1 ,... 
is an infinite path with the property that there is an ;, j, m such that {i, j} is enabled at 
l(+J for infinitely many K, but {i, j} 6 1(x K , xk+J for all k > m. This fairness rule means 
that any pair of processes that wish to communicate with each other infinitely often should 
be allowed to do so infinitely often. 
Technically rules 3-5 also include the continuity rule so the system must keep moving 
if it can. 
We attempt a definition of lockout with the anticipation that for a particular system this 
definition is not sufficient. Informally Ai is locked out from a set of states S (S C Qi) if 
no matter how Ai moves the remainder of the system can prevent Ai from entering a 
state in S. It is sometimes easier to think of what it means for A, not to be locked out of S. 
This means there is a way for Ai to enter a state in S no matter how the remainder of 
the system behaves as long as it behaves according to the computation rule for the system. 
Let ZI C {I, 2,..., n}. A computation tree is exhuustiwe for a if for all nodes x in the tree 
(i) if l(x) +$ [[Q], [cl] then there is a child y of x such that 
(a) {{i,j}:{i,j}~ t and REV} = {{i,j}:{i,j}~ l(~,y) and iEv), 
(b) if I(Y) = 01, [dll h f t en or all i E v such that {i, j} E t we have pi = qi and 
di = ci , 
(ii) if l(x) -9 FAIL, l(x) = [[r], [e]], i E q {i, j} E t, and S,(ri , ej) = o then n has 
a child labeled FAIL. 
Informally a tree is exhaustive for v if any move that a process indexed in ZI can make 
is actually made. Processes indexed in (1, 2,..., n} - e, are free to move any way they want 
without violating the continuity rule. 
Let P be a path restriction. Let & _C Qi for i E u. We say that the processes [AliEu can 
attain [SJieu with respect to P if there is a computation tree T exhaustive for {1,2,..., n} - 
u with the property that each path in T is either in P or contains a node x such that I(X) = 
[[do [cll, where CZ~ E Si f or all i E u. The processes [AliEu are locked out of [SliEU with 
respect to P if it is not the case that [A&,, can attain [S],,, with respect to P. Note the 
anomaly that if there is an exhaustive tree in which every path is in the path restriction 
P then [AliEU is not locked out even though it may not be able to reach a state in [S],,, . 
This form of seeming lockout is pathological because it can only occur if the system can 
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be forced to bahve incorrectly. If u = {i} then we write Ai and S, in place of [A],, and 
[&l * 
If we think of the lockout problem as a game between the processes in u (the processes 
trying not to be locked out) and the processes in {1,2,..., n} - u then the exhaustive tree 
in a sense represents a game tree. By our definition the processes in u have a technical 
advantage in that they can make their move with the knowledge of how the processes in 
{I, L., n} - u will move at the same time. To remove this advantage we may add the 
additional condition on trees exhaustive for ZI. 
(iii) for all i $ v and for all children y, x of x if {i,j} E 1(x, y) n 1(x, z), l(y) = 
[[p], [d]], and l(z) = [[r], [e]] then pi = ri and di = ei . 
This condition requires the processes not in v to make one move no matter what the 
processes in v do. 
As an exercise the reader might try to show that in the critical section system %‘Y 
neither process is locked out of the “c.s.” state with respect to the path restriction which 
derives both the continuity rule and the rule that neither process can remain in its “c.s.” 
state forever. 
7. EXPONENTIAL COMPLEXITY OF TESTING FOR LOCKOUT 
In this section we show that the problem of testing a system for lockout requires 
exponential time and if the path restriction for the system is simple enough then testing 
for lockout can be done in exponential time. The lower bound is obtained by showing 
that a system of processes of size O(n log n) can simulate, in a certain sense, the com- 
putation of an alternating linear space Turing machine. Using the result of Chandra and 
Stockmeyer [1] and Kozen [lo] that ASPACE = (JG DTIME(c”) we can argue that 
testing a system of size n for lockout requires time c”il”gn. 
To simplify matters let us assume that the only computation rule for our system is the 
continuity ruZe, which states that if the system is in a configuration that is not deadlocked 
and not FAIL then the system must move. 
The lockout problem is defined by: 
Input: .d a system of n processes, u C (1, 2 ,..., n}, S, C Qi for i E U. 
Property: [Aili,, is locked out of [Si]isu under the continuity rule for running &. 
THEOREM I. The lockout problem cannot be solved in deterministic time cnllogn for 
some c > I. (n is the size of & measured in the number of bits to represent it.) 
Proof. Let n/l be a linear space bounded alternating Turing machine. Assume that M 
has its input delimited by endmarkers and the machine never moves beyond the end 
markers. Assume further that M starts in an existential state, can only halt in an existential 
state and accepts by halting. Let x be an input of length n. We define a system dM,. 
of n + 4 processes, E, U, Ti for 0 ,( i < n + 1. The process E will simulate the exis- 
tential moves of M, U will simulate (nondeterministically) the universal moves of M 
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and Ti will hold the contents of tape cell i. As long as M is moving existentially E will 
hold the current state and head position. E will move simulating 1M by communicating 
with the correct Ti . If M enters a universal state then E passes control to U. U behaves 
exactly as E does except reversing the roles of universal and existential states. Each Ti 
will be constantly trying to relay its tape symbol to either of E or U. We will be able 
to argue that E is not locked out of a certain set of states if and only if x: is accepted by M. 
The number of bits to represent &MS, is O(n log n). Using an argument like those used 
by Chandra and Stockmeyer [l] testing for lockout requires deterministic time c”/l”sn 
for some c > 1. Intuitively, if the lockout problem is computable too quickly then some 
problem in (Jc DTIME(cn) h h w ic is reducible to the lockout problem can be solved too 
quickly. 
Construction of dM,% 
Let M = (Q, P, Z, I’, 6, qO), where Q is th e set of states, P is the set of universal states, 
Q - P is the set of existential states, 2 is the input alphabet, I’ is the tape alphabet with 
end markers e, $ E I’ - Z, 6: Q x r -+ P(Q x r x {R, L}) is the transition relation, 
and q,, EQ - P is the start state. The machine only halts in an existential state and 
accepts by halting. 
Communication alphabet: 
A = (A} u r u { (4, i): q E Q, 0 < i < n + I}. 
Description of Ti: 
states: r. 
transition relation: 
communication states: 
E: r (states in which Ti wishes to communicate with E), 
u r, 
T,: ia. 
Description of E: 
states: {eu, s} u ((4, i), (Q, i, a): q E Q - P, 0 < i < n + 1 v a E r>. 
transition relation: 
W4 (4,i)) = {[(a ill 4>, 
MS, 4 = uw, a, 
&((q, i), a) = ([(q, i, b), 4: (P, 4 0 E Sk, a) for SOme P and Dl, 
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S&q, i, 44 = l[(p, i + 1),4:p EQ - P, (p, b, R) E S(q, a)> 
u NP, i - 1h 4: P E Q - P, (P, h L) E a(q, 4) 
u a (P, i + 1)l: P E P, (P, b, R) E S(q, u)> 
UC(P,i- l)l:PEP,(P,b,L)ES(q,a)). 
communication states: 
Ti: ((q, i), (q, i, a): q E Q - P, 0 < i < n + 1, a E r}. 
Description of U: 
Same as E except reversing the roles of E and U as well as P and Q - P. 
Initial configuration: 
E:(qo,l),U:w,T;:e,T,+,:$,T,: xi (1 < i < n), where the input x = x1x2 *** x, . 
E’s and U’s message is h while Ti’s message is its state for 0 < i < n + 1. 
The states of E to be attained: 
By way of explanation the state w is a waiting state; if E is in state w then it is waiting 
to communicate with U in order to receive a new existential state and head position of M 
from U. If E is in state s it is sending a message (q, i) to U, where q is a universal state. 
If E is in state (q, i) and q is existential then E wishes to communicate with Ti in order 
to obtain the current tape symbol. On receipt of the tape symbol E goes to state (q, i, 6) 
sending a new tape symbol b to Ti . From state (q, i, b) and with the information of the 
old tape symbol a from Ti , E either continues to simulate M or passes control to U. 
To be more precise a Turing machine configuration is an (n + 4)-tuple [q, i, a, ,..., u,+J 
where q is a state, i is a head position, and ai a tape symbol in tape cell i for 0 < i < 
n + 1. For each Turing machine configuration C we have a corresponding configuration, 
u(C), of &,,,, defined by 
u([q, i, a, >...I a n+J) = Uw, (4, 9, a0 ,..., a,+& P, A, a0 ,..., a,+Jl if q universal, 
= [[(q, i), w, a, ,..., u,+J, [/1, h, a, ,..., u,+J] if q existential. 
In our notation A, = E, A, = U, and Ai+z = Ti for 0 < i < n + 1. We adopt the 
notion of an accepting subtree for alternating machines defined by Chandra and Stockmeyer 
VI. 
Cluim. A configuration C is the label of the root of an accepting subtree for M if and 
only if o(C) is the label of the root of an exhaustive tree for {U, To,. . . , T,+l} which satisfies 
the continuity rule and in which each path contains a configuration where E is in a state 
of s. 
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The claim is proved in one direction by induction on the size of the accepting subtree 
and in the other direction by induction on the size of the exhaustive tree. The exhaustive 
tree is finite because each path in it has a configuration where E is in a state of S, and 
whenever E is in a state of S the system can only enter the configuration FAIL. The 
details of the proof are straightforward but tedious. 
If 1 is the initial configuration of M on imput x then o(l) is the initial configuration 
of 44,s * By the claim, I is the root of an accepting subtree for M if and only if u(l) is 
the root of an exhaustive tree for {U, TO ,..., Z’,,,} which satisfies the continuity rule and 
in which each path contains a configuration where E is in a state of S. Thus .X is accepted 
by M if and only if E is not locked out of S. 
It is worth mentioning that dM,z can be made to be exclusive, by modifying the 
machine M so that it alternates on every move, and by modifying the construction so 
that each Ti alternates communicating with each of E and U. 
The question arises as to whether the lockout problem remains exponential if the 
individual processes are required to be deterministic. The answer is yes because the local 
nondeterminism can be transferred into global nonteterminism by adding dummy 
processes which “race” to determine which move the original process will make. 
Suppose a process P has at most two choices in any state. Create two dummy processes 
C, and C, . When P has a choice of moves then it lets both C, and C, know; next P enters 
a state wishing to communicate with either C, or C, . Which one it communicates with 
first determines P’s next move. This construction introduced some non-exclusiveness 
into the system so that the question of whether or not lockout is still exponential if the 
system is exclusive and each process is deterministic remains unanswered. 
THEOREM 2. The lockout problem described in Theorem 1 can be solved in deterministic 
timednforsomed > 1. 
Proof. The upper bound is obtained by a marking procedure, which tries to mark 
each configuration of the system with the property that if the system started in that 
configuration then [AlliEU could attain [&lieu . We consider the easier case where the 
exhaustive tree is defined by properties (i)-(ii). Th e marking is done in phases beginning 
with the marking of all configurations [[q], [cl] with pi E Si for i E u. During a later phase 
we try to find an unmarked configuration [[q-j, [cl] with the properties 
(i) for all t and [[p], [d]] such that [[q], [ ]] c -4 [[p], [d]] there is a t’ and a marked 
configuration [[p’], [d’]] such that 
(a) {(i,j}:{i,j}Etandi$u} ={{i,j}~t’andi$~}, 
(b) Nd Ml --tt’ KP’I, WI, 
(c) pi = pl and di = di for i $ u and {i, j} E t for somej, 
(ii) it is not the case that {i, j}, is enabled at [[q], [cl], where i $ u and &(qi , cj) = m , 
that is, the configuration cannot lead to failure by a process not in i, 
(iii) [[q], [cl] is not deadlocked. 
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If such a configuration is found then mark it and go on to another phase, otherwise the 
marking phases end. Now, [A&,, is not locked out of [Silicu if and only if the initial 
confi&ration [[&I, [co]] is marked. 
8. CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated that the competitive nature of problems in systems of commu- 
nicating processes implies that these problems are intrinsically complex. Although we 
only examined carefully one problem in one particular type of system phenomenon 
holds for different versions of the lockout problem in all the type of systems mentioned 
in Section 2. In a related development DeMillo and Miller have shown that detecting 
mutual exclusion and related properties in systems of acyclic parallel processes using 
simple PY- primitives in NP-complete [3]. 
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